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1. Briefly describe the project in a language understandable to non-scientists
(max. 100 words)
The overall aim of this project is to improve our understanding of genetic causes
for the survival of prostate cancer patients. To achieve this we intend to perform
large-scale genomic assessments in several population-based prostate cancer
cohorts from the Nordic countries. Already performed genome-wide assessments
of prostate cancer survival will set the basis for our study from which targeted
explorations of indicated genomic regions will be performed.
2. Summarize the major findings of the project (max. 400 words)
Exome sequencing
We have performed a whole exome sequencing project of lethal prostate cancer
patients. In total 75 Swedish and 50 Finnish patients that have died due to their
disease at a very young age (below 65 years) have been selected for
sequencing. Exonic sequences was enriched using a Nimblegen capture kit. The
enriched DNA was fragmented, tagged and sequenced using Illumina
sequencing allowing for high diploid coverage of the individual exomes. All data
has been aligned against a reference genome. Overall the quality of derived data
his high with over 80% of the captured regions having a coverage of 20X or
higher. Exomic variants from the cases has been contrasted against a large set
of population controls available from the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC).
Several novel findings has been observed displaying significant association with
lethal prostate cancer. Currently validation of significant variants are performed
using sanger sequencing as well as independent replication analysis in samples
from the Norwegian CONOR cohort.
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GWAS of prostate cancer survival
We have performed a GWAS study of prostate cancer survival utilizing the
PRACTICAL/iCOGS consortium. In total four variants discovered in the initial
screening stage as genome-wide associated with survival was put forward for
replication in the CONOR cohort; however, none of the variants was observed to
be associated in the replication stage. Recently we have completed an extended
GWAS of prostate cancer survival through the PRACTICAL/iCOGS consortium
including over 55,000 prostate cancer patients. A large proportion of our Nordic
populations are included in this effort. Genotyping is completed and survival
association results are expected to be available in spring 2016. This secondary
GWAS of prostate cancer survival are several magnitudes larger than previous
study and we expect that this effort will enable us to identify genomic regions of
importance for aggressive and lethal prostate cancer.
3. Describe how the project has increased our knowledge of the prevention,
cause and/or cure for cancer (max. 150 words)
So far the current project has not been able to discover inherited genetic
determinants for prostate cancer prognosis. However, epidemiological studies
support existence of such variants and our exome sequencing effort has revealed
a number of promising variants that are being put forward for replication in
independent cohorts. In addition, through our secondary, and very much
enlarged, GWAS study of prostate cancer survival we believe that many more
variants associated with prostate cancer aggressiveness and survival will be
revealed in the future.
4. Outline how Nordic cooperation has added value to this project (max. 100
words)
Existence of national population and disease registries coupled to large biological
banks make the Nordic countries uniquely positioned for performing populationbased genetic epidemiological studies of prostate cancer prognosis. Through
pooling existing prostate cancer resources in Norway, Sweden and Finland
strong synergy effect is achieved by creating a large Nordic population-based
cohort of prostate cancer patients with complete information regarding clinical
characteristics, treatment, and disease-specific follow-up. These are necessary
prerequisite to successfully identify genetic determinants for prostate cancer
prognosis. Our Nordic cooperation are therefore of outermost importance to
achieve our aim.
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